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Hydrodynamic and magnetic behaviors in a modified experimental setup of the von Ka´rma´n sodium flow—
where one disk has been replaced by a propeller—are investigated. When the rotation frequencies of the disk and
the propeller are different, we show that the fully turbulent hydrodynamic flow undergoes a global bifurcation
between two configurations. The bistability of these flow configurations is associated with the dynamics of the
central shear layer. The bistable flows are shown to have different dynamo efficiencies; thus for a given rotation
rate of the soft-iron disk, two distinct magnetic behaviors are observed depending on the flow configuration. The
hydrodynamic transition controls the magnetic field behavior, and bifurcations between high and low magnetic
field branches are investigated.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.89.063023 PACS number(s): 47.65.−d, 47.20.Ky, 05.45.−a
I. INTRODUCTION
Transitions and multiple stability of highly turbulent flows
are ubiquitous in geophysical and astrophysical flows as well
as in laboratory experiments. Hydrodynamic multistability
has for instance been observed in oceanic currents [1], in
tornadoes [2], and in confined laboratory turbulent flows—as
global bifurcations in von Ka´rma´n flows [3–6], Rayleigh-
Be´nard convection [7] or bistability in spherical Couette
flows [8]. The influence of turbulent fluctuations on these
transitions remains an open question. The generation of
magnetic fields in astrophysical objects, attributed to the
dynamo effect—an instability converting kinetic energy into
magnetic energy—occurs through a bifurcation taking place
over a turbulent background. Several scenarios for this mag-
netohydrodynamic (MHD) bifurcation have been proposed.
Among them, subcritical bifurcations have been proposed in
rotating convective MHD flows [9], with a weak field branch
coexisting with a strong field solution when the Lorentz force
balances the Coriolis force. Subcritical dynamo bifurcations
have been observed in MHD simulations of thermal convec-
tion in rotating spheres [10–13], periodic flows [14,15], or
Keplerian flows [16]. It was observed in numerical simulations
of the Taylor-Green flow that spontaneous bifurcations of
the mean flow lead to different dynamo mechanisms [17].
In experiments, the dynamo instability usually develops
through continuous supercritical bifurcations, as in the Riga
experiment [18], the Karlsruhe experiment [19], and the
von Ka´rma´n sodium (VKS) experiment [20]. In the latter,
bistability between oscillatory and steady dynamo states has
also been reported, without any noticeable modifications of
the flow [21]; the dynamics was interpreted as resulting from
the interaction of two magnetic modes [22]. In a modified
setup, we report a global subcritical bifurcation between
two turbulent hydrodynamic flow configurations, and show
that it results in bistability between low magnetic field and
high magnetic field branches. The link between turbulent
hydrodynamic and dynamo bifurcations is also reported here.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We consider a modified version of the von Ka´rma´n sodium
experiment shown in Fig. 1. Liquid sodium is set into motion
by the counter rotation of a soft-iron disk fitted with blades
(at rotation rate Fd ) and a stainless steel propeller (at rotation
rate Fp) within a cylindrical container. Following the sntm
notation [23], the mean flow has an “s1t2” geometry when
Fd ∼ Fp, and an “s1t1” geometry when Fd = 0 and Fp > 0,
(“sntm” denoting an sntm-like flow in cylindrical geometry).
This study thus complements several investigations on dynamo
capacities of sntm and “sntm” flows [24–26] with n,m ∈ {1,2}.
The cylindrical container has radius Ro = 289 mm and
length 524 mm. The disk is located at x = −185 mm, its
radius is Rd = 154.5 mm; and it is fitted with 41-mm-high
curved blades. The propeller’s radius is Rp = 115 mm and is
set at x = +100 mm. The eight propeller blades are 40 mm
in height and are tilted by 30◦ relative to the x axis (resulting
in a ratio of the poloidal to the toroidal flows of order unity,
as measured in a water tank [27]). The flow is driven up to
typically Fd ∼ 25 Hz and Fp ∼ 48 Hz by motors with 300 kW
available power. Oil circulation in the outer copper cylinder
regulates the sodium temperature around 120 ◦C. The integral
kinetic Reynolds number of the flow is in excess of 106, i.e.,
the flows are always highly turbulent.
The torques imparted to the disk (d ) and propeller (p)
are measured from FGP CD1120 torque meters. A local
miniature potential probe implemented as in [28] is inserted
in the midplane of the cylinder, at location V ({x,y,z} =
{0,0, − 206} mm). It gives access to the azimuthal component
vθ of the velocity. Magnetic field measurements are made using
arrays of ten, three-axis Hall sensors inserted in radial shafts.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Left: Experimental setup; arrows showing
the rotation for positive Fd and Fp . Right: “s1t2” and “s1t1” mean
flows.
Unless otherwise stated, we focus on the amplitude of the
magnetic field at location H ({x,y,z} = {−109,113,0} mm).
Signals are recorded using National Instruments digitizers at
a rate of 2000 Hz. In the remaining, 〈X〉 stands for the time
average of quantity X.
When driving the system in exact counter rotation (Fd =
Fp), a stationary dynamo state is reached via an imper-
fect supercritical bifurcation (as in [26,29]). The threshold
is Fd = Fp ∼ 17 Hz. The time-averaged dynamo mode is
axisymmetric and the profiles are similar to those observed
with one soft-iron disk and one stainless steel disk [30]. The
magnetic energy is four times larger in the probe shaft close
to the disk than in the one close to the propeller; a feature that
may lie in the specific dynamo mechanism in the immediate
vicinity of the soft-iron disk [31,32].
III. HYDRODYNAMIC BIFURCATION AND BISTABILITY
We first report on the hydrodynamic features when the disk
and propeller are rotated asymmetrically. Figure 2(a) shows
the evolution of the time-averaged total (〈t 〉 = 〈d〉 + 〈p〉)
and individual torques when the disk is driven at constant
frequency (Fd = 13 Hz), and the rotation of the propeller
is progressively increased from exact counter rotation to a
very asymmetric driving (13 ≤ Fp ≤ 45 Hz). Two branches
are identified on 〈t 〉 as Fp exceeds 34 Hz. Upper values
(H branch, filled symbols) correspond to the initial flow,
while the lower ones (L branch, open symbols) correspond
to a bifurcated flow reached when Fp exceeds 42 Hz. This
bifurcation is associated with an increase of 〈p〉 (∼10%) and
a large decrease of 〈d〉 (∼50%). When Fp is subsequently
reduced, the L branch is explored down to Fp = 34 Hz, for
which it becomes unstable and the system jumps back to the
H branch. The global behavior is hysteretic. Measurements
repeated for several values of fixed Fd collapse when the
time-averaged normalized torque difference 〈n〉 is plotted as a
function of the normalized rotation rate difference  = (Fp −
Fd )/(Fp + Fd ), as shown in Fig. 2(b), with n being defined
as (p − d )/(p + d ). The transitions between the H and L
branches are observed at LH = 0.44 and HL = 0.53, within
a ±0.01 uncertainty. A typical time series of n at  = LH
is shown in Fig. 4(b) for which the disk and propeller rotation
rates are kept constant during the 60 s record displayed. A
metastable state is observed at t < 15 s, for which no evolution
of n is observed before the flow bifurcates to the H branch at
t ∼ 15 s (where n decreases).
The global bistable behavior of the hydrodynamic flow
is confirmed by local velocity measurements. The hysteretic
cycle of 〈vθ 〉 recorded by the potential probe, as Fp is varied
while Fd is kept constant at 13 Hz, is displayed in Fig. 2(c).
The value of 〈vθ 〉 is used as a proxy for the shear-layer location,
as usually performed in von Ka´rma´n water flows [33]. In exact
counter rotation, 〈vθ 〉 is positive; in the midplane the flow is
dominated by the rotation imparted by the disk (and the shear
layer is located closer to the propeller, in the x > 0 region). As
the rotation rate of the propeller is increased, 〈vθ 〉 decreases.
When Fp ∼ 30 Hz, 〈vθ 〉  0 m s−1 thus the shear layer is
located in the midplane. The shear layer is pushed towards
the disk (in the x < 0 region) for higher values of Fp. When
the flow has bifurcated in the L branch, the absolute value of
〈vθ 〉 is increased as compared to the H branch, and reaches
the values measured when the flow is driven by the rotation of
the propeller alone (Fd = 0). The local velocity measurements
thus show that the H branch is associated with an “s1t2” flow,
whereas the bulk flow of the L branch corresponds to an “s1t1”
flow (for 0 < Fd 	 Fp, a counter-rotating layer is always
localized in the vicinity of the disk [4,33]). While similar
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Evolution of time-averaged torques as a function of Fp for Fd = 13 Hz. (b) Evolution of 〈n〉 as a function of
. (c) Evolution of 〈vθ 〉 as a function of Fp . (•) Fd = 13 Hz (colors stand for the amplitude of the magnetic field, see Fig. 3). () Values at
exact counter rotation Fd = Fp . (♦) Values for propeller rotation only (Fd = 0).
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subcritical bifurcations and multistability have already been
observed in confined turbulent flows [4–8], the relevant feature
here is that it occurs between MHD flows that are capable of
dynamo action.
IV. DYNAMO BEHAVIOR
Let us now investigate the evolution of the magnetic
field strength B =
√
〈B2x 〉 + 〈B2y 〉 + 〈B2z 〉, as a function of
the asymmetry parameter , as shown in Fig. 3(a). We first
focus on star symbols, for which Fd = 13 Hz. Increasing
the propeller velocity, i.e., increasing , the H-branch flow
generates a dynamo. As  increases, the magnetic field
increases and then saturates. Eventually B decreases as 
reaches its highest values in the H branch (where d saturates).
For  = HL, the flow bifurcates to the L branch and B drops
to very low values. When  is subsequently reduced, the
magnetic behavior follows the (hysteretic) dynamics of the
hydrodynamic bifurcation, with values lower than 4 G (open
symbols). The bistable magnetic behavior has been observed
for all investigated rotation rates of the disk Fd [see Fig. 3(a)].
An interesting feature of the magnetic behavior is observed for
 values close to LH. Figure 3(b) displays the evolution of
B as a function of Fd for both stationary H and L branches
at  = 0.46 (full lines). A dynamo bifurcation is clearly
observed for the H-branch flow. The amplitude of B sharply
increases with Fd , leading to a dynamo onset Fd ∼ 12 Hz.
As already described, the magnetic field measured in the L
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Amplitude of the magnetic field B as
a function of  for four values of Fd . Full symbols for H branch
and open symbols for L branch. (b) Stationary points in the L and
H branches at  = 0.46 (full lines) and points at  = LH (dashed
line). See text for details.
branch is lower, but also sharply increases nonlinearly with Fd
to reach 6 G at Fd = 14 Hz. While induction as high as eight
times the applied field were observed in Taylor-Couette flow
at similar Rm [34] (and linearly scaling with Rm [35]), in the
VKS experiment, the maximum magnetic field resulting from
ambient field amplification is generally much smaller than the
values reported here for the L branch [36]. Unfortunately,
due to motor power limitations, no stationary fixed points
were accessible in the L branch above Fd = 14 Hz. It is then
instructive to analyze the magnetic behavior at  = LH, in
the metastable state before the transition to the H branch. The
evolution of B as a function of Fd is displayed as a dashed line
in Fig. 3(b). When Fd  14 Hz, the magnetic field amplitude
at LH accurately represents that of the stationary L-branch
points at  = 0.46 [red full line in Fig. 3(b)]. For Fd = 15 Hz,
the magnetic field amplitude at  = LH reaches 15 G
(measured at the early stage of the hydrodynamical transition
to the H branch). This amplitude suggests that the stationary
L branch could lead to a dynamo branch with a threshold Fd
around 14 Hz at  = 0.46 (with magnetic field amplitudes
comparable to low amplitude dynamos previously reported in
the VKS experiment [29]). Due to the experimental limitations,
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Time series of (a) Emag and zoom in loga-
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37 Hz). Growing times ts and tl decrease from 0.41 s to 0.18 s and
0.05 s, and 1.4 s to 1 s and 0.4 s, respectively, when Fd is increased
from 13 to 15 Hz. (c) Phase-space E∗mag(n) at  = LH. Signals
averaged over 0.25 s.
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the determination of the exact nature of the dynamo bifurcation
in the L branch requires further investigations.
As a partial conclusion, each of the two bistable flow
configurations are shown to have a different magnetic behavior.
For the same rotation rate of the soft-iron disk Fd around
13 Hz, a high-field dynamo coexists with no dynamo,
depending on the flow configuration.
V. DYNAMICS OF THE L-H TRANSITIONS
A last point concerns the dynamics of the transitions
between the two branches at  = LH and  = HL. This
dynamics is characterized by the fact that the hydrodynamic
bifurcation between the two flows is subcritical, whereas
the dynamo bifurcates supercritically. We will thus focus on
regimes close to the H-branch dynamo onset. Simultaneous
time series of the magnetic energy Emag and n during the
L to H transition are displayed in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). The
magnetic energy is defined as the mean over all sensors,
Emag(t) = 1/40
∑40
i=1[Bi,x(t)2 + Bi,y(t)2 + Bi,z(t)2]. While
is kept constant during the 60 s record, the system switches
from the L branch to the H branch at time t ∼ 15 s, where
n decreases and Emag increases. As shown in the inset of
Fig. 4(a), the (fluctuating) magnetic energy exponentially
increases, first with a short characteristic time ts, then with
a longer characteristic time tl. We note that tl is of the order of
the magnetic diffusion time over the flow size, while ts is an
order of magnitude smaller.
Complementary information about the L-H transition dy-
namics comes from its trajectory in phase space where a
normalized magnetic energy E∗mag = Emag/〈Emag〉H (where
〈Emag〉H is the time-averaged magnetic energy in the H branch)
is plotted as a function of n, as displayed in Fig. 4(c). A
similar dynamics during the L to H transitions (at  = LH)
for the four values of Fd above the H-branch dynamo threshold
has been observed. The transition initially follows a trajectory
at constant magnetic energy and decreasing n. After a
(negative) overshoot of n, the magnetic energy increases
at nearly constant n. It is thus clear that the magnetic
bifurcation between the L and H branches is triggered by
the hydrodynamic bifurcation, and that the magnetic energy
evolution is always delayed.
VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In the sodium flows studied here—capable of dynamo
action—a high-field dynamo branch (associated with an
“s1t2”-type flow) coexists with a low-field branch (associated
with an “s1t1”-type flow) for the same experimental control
parameters. While dynamo bifurcation between branches
with different magnetic field amplitudes and different flow
geometries is a long-standing issue in dynamo research, it
must be stressed that the transition is observed here as the sole
consequence of a turbulent hydrodynamic bifurcation, also
observed below the dynamo threshold. In the present experi-
ment, no influence of the Lorentz force on flow bistability has
been observed. The reason lies in the fact that the transition
between the two flows is subcritical whereas the magnetic field
bifurcates supercritically. The Lorentz force that saturates the
magnetic field above the dynamo threshold being small, it is
unable to trigger a transition between the two well-separated
hydrodynamic attractors. An increase of available mechanical
power would allow more intense driving of the flow by the
soft-iron disk, and thus larger dynamo magnetic fields which
might modify the hydrodynamic bifurcation.
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